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1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding 3D structure from a single image

is a central problem receiving increased attention

due to its wide applicability in many vision appli-

cations [31, 32]. The 3D structure of a scene pro-

vides decisive clues, enabling major breakthroughs

in several tasks such as, scene labeling [1], object

detection [2], and intrinsic image estimation [3].

Indeed, humans have remarkable ability to infer

scene structure in monocular situations. This is

because a prior information for understanding 3D

structure can be learned from various monocular

depth cues, including motion, occlusion, and shad-

ing. However, replicating this mechanism with

machines is not trivial. It is difficult to discover

the relation of numerous monocular cues under-

lying the image.

There have been many attempts to estimate

depth information from single images. We roughly

classify the existing methods into two groups:

semi-automatic and automatic approaches. The

former expects human interaction for depth esti-

mation. Conventional semi-automatic methods re-

quire highly labor intensive procedures, so it can

make a good performance. Actually, many 3D films

have been converted from 2D ones as following

steps: separating objects in individual frames,

specifying proper depths, and correcting errors af-

ter final rendering. To reduce the burden of human

interactions, scribble-based methods have been in-

troduced [4, 5]. Predicted depth is obtained from

sparse depth scribble through optimization based

propagation [4]. Non-local random walks [5] can
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reduce the number of user scribbles. However,

scribble-based methods are not suitable for auto-

matic vision-related tasks.

Contrary to semi-automatic approaches, auto-

matic depth estimation methods do not require any

user interactions. For example, they estimate depth

automatically using depth cues, such as shape from

shading [6], and structure from motion [7].

However, their applications are limited to restricted

environments i.e., moving cameras or static scenes.

After the emergence of large scale RGB-D data-

sets, data-driven approaches for depth estimation

are received lots of attention. They can be classi-

fied into two categories: non-parametric sampling

and parametric learning. Non-parametric sampling

methods learn depth from retrieved depths. The

depth candidates are visually similar with query

image. They assume that visually similar scenes

have similar geometric structures. Visually similar

RGB-D candidates are selected by hand-craft fea-

tures, such as GIST [8] and HOG [9]. In [10] and

[11], warping process is performed to align boun-

daries of depth with those of query image.

Contrary to non-parametric sampling methods,

parametric learning methods make a model to de-

scribe the relationship between a scene and corre-

sponding depth. In [12], Markov Randomn Field

(MRF) model is built to estimate depth map from

a single image. The model is trained by monocular

cues and the relation among multiple regions in the

input image. Nowadays, convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) have succeeded in depth estimation

from a single image. Multi-scale CNN framework

for depth estimation is introduced in [13]. Also,

jointly training continuous CRFs and deep CNNs

framework [14] can estimate a plausible depth.

More recently, fully convolutional networks (FCNs)

[15] are mainstream for depth estimation.

In this paper, we integrate non-parametric algo-

rithm and CNNs for depth estimation from a single

monocular scene. First, we estimate coarse depth

map using FCN. Non-parametric sampling method

extracts warped depth maps, which their bounda-

ries are aligned with query's ones. The warped

depth maps are concatenated with the convolu-

tional layer's activations of CNN for depth refine-

ment. The network extracts a plausible depth

prediction. This paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents related works. The proposed al-

gorithm is explained in Section 3. Section 4 shows

the implementation details and experimental

results. Finally, we conclude the paper with some

discussions and future works in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS

Recently, several methods have been proposed

to directly estimate depth from a single image.

Among all the interesting works, we review and

discuss two related works that are most relevant

to ours.

2.1 Non-parametric Sampling Methods

Non-parametric sampling methods have been

received lots of attention after the emergence of

large RGB-D datasets. They retrieve visually sim-

ilar scenes with query image under an assumption

that visually similar scenes also have similar geo-

metric structures. Depth estimation is occurred

from retrieved images. Depth Transfer [10] selects

the candidates using GIST feature [8] from the

RGB-D database. To align depth boundaries with

query image's boundaries, warped depth maps are

obtained by SIFT flows [16] between query image

and RGB candidates. A global optimization is then

performed to regress the warped depth maps with

robust potential function. However, calculating

SIFT flows and solving the optimization problem

require very expensive operation. Choi et al. [11]

adapt Patch Match [17] for efficient warping

process. The method, which is called Depth Anal-

ogy, estimates depth gradient rather than directly

estimate depth map. The final depth prediction is

obtained from Poisson reconstruction. The frame-
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work is reasonable due to the statistical invariance

property of depth gradients.

Contrary to Depth Transfer and Depth Analogy,

Konrad et al. [18] proposes depth estimation meth-

od without warping process. They assume that the

location of some objects (i.e., sky, building, furni-

ture) are quite consistent with the candidate

images. Based on the assumption, the inferred

depth values come from median of retrieved depth

maps. A joint filtering is then executed to align

depth boundaries to those of the input image.

However, if the candidate depths are not locally

consistent with query image, it might fail to esti-

mate proper depth values from median.

2.2 Parametric Learning Methods

Another group of researchers focuses on defin-

ing a parametric model between RGB and depth.

Saxena et al. [12] proposes Markov Random Field

(MRF) model to estimate depth map from a single

image. A set of plane parameters is trained to cap-

ture a relationship between RGB and depth using

large scale of RGB-D dataset.

CNN-based depth estimation methods have been

studied a lot. Eigen et al. [13] builds a multi-scale

CNN networks to estimate depth directly. The net-

work consists of two deep neural network stacks.

The first network performs coarse depth prediction

in low resolution. The coarse prediction then con-

catenates with the second network after bilinear

interpolation. The network refines the coarse depth

map. Liu et al. [14] propose a deep convolution

neural network, which estimates depth using con-

tinuous CRFs and deep CNNs. CRF network cap-

tures the relationship between superpixels in an in-

put image. Jointly training CRFs and CNNs is their

huge contribution.

More recently, fully convolutional networks

(FCNs) [15] have become a popular choice in se-

mantic segmentation. FCNs can generate effective

features, and be trained end-to-end manner. How-

ever, FCNs extract coarse output because the net-

work just resizes low resolution into high reso-

lution using bilinear interpolation. Chen et al. [19]

propose a framework which refines FCN output

using the fully connected CRF for semantic seg-

mentation. In [20], they replace the fully connected

CRF into mordern domain transform. Likewise se-

mantic segmentation, depth estimation methods

based on FCN concentrate how to refine depth

boundaries using CRF [21], or annotations of rela-

tive depth [22].

Our proposed method is also based on FCN for

depth estimation from a single monocular scene.

We integrate non-parametric sampling framework

to refine coarse FCN output. Since we embed

boundary information of non-parametric results

into CNN for refinement, the final depth is able to

contain both of global and local information.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method consists of three compo-

nents as follows: parametric model for coarse depth

estimation, non-parametric sampling framework

for warped depth maps, and CNN layers for depth

refinement. The overall framework of the proposed

method is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Parametric Depth Estimation Model: Fully 

Convolutional Network

The first component in the proposed method is

FCN, which produces a coarse depth map. We

modify VGG-16 net [23] to make FCN as shown

in Fig. 2. The upper layers in Fig. 2 come from

VGG-16 net. They consist of 10 convolutional, 10

ReLU, and 4 max-pooling layers. We also use pre-

trained parameters using ImageNet [24] as the ini-

tial ones. We concatenate last two features, which

have 1/8 and 1/16 scales of input image. The fea-

tures are resized into input's resolution using bi-

linear interpolation before concatenation. To obtain

better high-resolution prediction, we concatenate

the middle activations with the last ones. Since
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middle activations perform less pooling process,

they contain more structural information. Two

convolutional layers are applied to obtain FCN

output. We do not add ReLU after the last convolu-

tional layer. We set a loss used in [13] as follows:

  




  
 


   








 

   
 

(1)

where  and  are FCN output and its ground-

truth, respectively. In addition,  and  denote

the horizontal and vertical difference matrix.  is

the whole number of valid pixels. The first and

second term are least square and scale-invariant

difference, respectively. Also, the last term encour-

ages to have similar gradients between output and

ground-truth. As mentioned in previous Sections,

FCN produces coarse depth map. In our method,

local structures in depth boundaries are refined

with the output of non-parametric sampling method.

3.2 Non-Parametric Sampling Method

The most important thing in non-parametric

sampling approaches is scene retrieval. In our

method, we retrieve visually similar scenes using

CNN descriptor [25]. It is 4096-dimensional feature

vector. We confirm that CNN descriptor can out-

perform in image retrieval comparing with hand-

craft features such as GIST, or HOG. CNN de-

scriptors of training set are pre-computed for effi-

cient retrieval. Let  denote CNN descriptor of the

image  in RGB-D database. Given the input im-

age  and its descriptor  , the visual similarity

is measured by the sum of squared difference

(SSD) as follows:

   ∥ ∥ (2)

In our experiments, we select 7 RGB-D candi-

dates. Fig. 3 shows query input and 7 visually sim-

ilar scenes extracted by CNN descriptor. We can

confirm that CNN descriptors can retrieve visually

similar scenes, and they also consist of similar 3D

Fig. 1. The overall framework of proposed method.

Fig. 2. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) in propose 

method. 
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structures. To align boundaries of depth with ones

of input, we perform warping process using Patch

Match [17], which is much faster than SIFT flow

[16]. Although it is hard to estimate plausible depth

maps based on non-parametric approach, we can

obtain warped depth maps containing the in-

formation of depth boundaries by warping process.

The warped depth maps and FCN output are used

as input of depth refinement framework.

3.3 Depth Refinement by CNNs

Traditional approaches refine depth using joint

filtering techniques such as joint bilateral filter

[29], or guided filter [30]. They usually adapt guid-

ance image as color ones. However, by the struc-

tural inconsistency between RGB and depth, tex-

ture copying problems are frequently occurred in

refined depth. Nowadays, learning based appro-

aches resolve the problem. Rather than using color

as guidance image directly, the approaches use

CNN layers for depth refinement. To effectively

regress FCN output and warped depth maps, we

build CNN layers as shown in the bottom of Fig.

1. We modify residual network [26]. Kim et al.

show that learning only residual can converge

faster, and show superior performance. In addition,

it can solve the vanishing/exploding gradients

problem in backpropagation. We confirm that

learning only residual can converge faster, and

produce better performance than general deep

networks. To give local structures of depth in the

network, we concatenate 7 warped depths with the

first convolutional layer's activations. And then,

the desired output is obtained by addition of the

residual and FCN output. Likewise FCN, (1) is also

used as a loss function.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed method with NYU

Kinect V2 dataset [27]. The dataset is composed

of 1449 indoor scenes and corresponding depths

captured by Kinect sensor. We select 795 RGB-D

pairs for training set, and 654 scenes are used as

test set. The training set is used to train parame-

ters of our deep neural networks. It is also used

as RGB-D database for non-parametric sampling.

For learning CNN layers for depth refinement, 7

visually similar scenes are selected from the train-

ing set except query image. The proposed method

is implemented on a standard desktop with an

NVIDIA Titan, based on the popular CNNs toolbox

MatConvNet.

For training our network, training images are

resized into 320×240 from 640×480 due to the prob-

lem of GPU memory. Convolutional layers in FCN

(upper layers in Fig. 2) are initialized from pre-

trained VGG-16 net, and others are randomly ini-

tialized with zero mean Gaussian random values.

All parameters in CNN for depth refinement are

also randomly initialized. Learning rate is 10-4 in

FCN. For CNN for depth refinement, we can use

large learning rate 10-1, because of residual learn-

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) input image, (b) visually similar scenes retrieved by CNN descriptor.
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ing. Momentum is 0.9, and batch size is 32 in all

networks. In CNN refinement, we add batch nor-

malization [28] layers after all convolutional layers

except the last one. Training deep neural networks

is difficult because the distribution of each layer's

inputs changes during training, which is called as

internal covariance shift. The problem slows down

the training. Batch normalization solves the prob-

lem by normalizing layer's input.

We compare our method with one non-para-

metric method [18] and two parametric methods

[12, 13]. For the quantitative evaluation, we meas-

ure several kinds of errors, which are standard

measures in depth estimation. Let  and  denote

prediction depth and ground-truth, respectively. 

is the number of test images, and  indicates pixel

index. The measures are shown as follows:

average relative error (rel) : 





 
 (3)

root mean squared error (rms) : 






  
 

(4)

root mean squared in log error (log) :





log  log  (5)

accuracy with threshold (thr) : percentage

(%) of  s.t. max




   (6)

We analyze the performance of the proposed

method comparing with competing algorithms. Fig.

4 shows results of ours. As mentioned previous

Sections, FCN output (Fig. 4(c)) can estimate

global depth values, but depth boundaries are very

smooth. By aggregating FCN with warped depth

map by CNN, depth boundaries become much

sharper. Furthermore, small objects, such as pro-

jector, book shelves in the background, are refined

as shown in Fig. 4(d). Since any refinement proc-

ess using joint filtering techniques is not per-

formed, our method can be more trustworthy. Fig.

5 illustrates the qualitative comparison with our

method and competing methods. In general, non-

parametric methods have poor performance in esti-

mating depth. Methods of Eigen et al. can infer a

plausible depth, but its outputs are very smooth.

On the other hands, our method not only estimates

global depth values, but also preserves depth

boundaries. Table 1 shows the quantitative evalu-

ations with some measures. It also shows our

method outperforms the non-parametric methods.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented depth estimation

method from a single monocular scene using popu-

lar FCN and non-parametric method. FCN can ex-

tract globally plausible depth, whereas outputs of

non-parametric method preserve local structures,

due to warping process based on Patch Match.

Each virtues is aggregated by CNN, which only

learn residual. Since we adapt the newest techni-

ques (i.e., batch normalization and residual net) in

our deep networks learning, they converge fast and

produce better results. Experimental results show

that the proposed method can outperform other ex-

isting methods in estimating both of global and lo-

cal structures of depth. In experiments, we tried

to use large RGB-D dataset. It is well-known that

Table 1. Quantitative evaluations with competing algorithms

Method
Error (lower is better) Accuracy (higher is better)

rel rms log   

Make3d [12] 0.349 1.214 0.409 0.447 0.745 0.897

Depth Fusion [18] 0.312 1.191 0.398 0.581 0.771 0.851

Eigen et al. [13] 0.215 0.907 0.285 0.611 0.887 0.971

Ours (FCN) 0.204 0.894 0.279 0.654 0.841 0.932

Ours (Final) 0.194 0.811 0.211 0.712 0.887 0.984
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Qualitative Evaluation (a) input image, (b) ground-truth, (c) FCN output, (d) ours.
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large number of training images make a good per-

formance in deep neural networks, and it helps to

avoid overfitting problem. Non-parametric meth-

ods can also make better performance in large

database. However, large database makes it hard

to retrieve training images in non-parametric

method. Fast image search algorithms can improve

the proposed method. Also, in future works, we will

extend the proposed method by jointly training

parametric and non-parametric methods.
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